SOSPENSIONI / SUSPENSIONS

CUPOLA BICOLOR

1,7-3,1 KG

POWER SUPPLY
220/240V-50/60Hz

Suspension lamp with body-diffuser in painted
aluminium.
Aluminium reflector with 99,9% pure aluminium
bright finishing. Aluminium heat sink and Satin Ice
antiglare system protection screen
Also available in Innovative Version BICOLOR for
more possibilities of use. Complete with wires
length 1.5 m.

CODE

26027A ■ ⬤
27027A ■ ⬤
27040A ■ ⬤
27050A ■ ⬤

■

LUMEN NOM
LED

27025A ■ ⬤

Suspension lamp with body-diffuser in painted
aluminium.
Aluminium reflector with 99,9% pure aluminium
bright finishing. Aluminium heat sink and Satin Ice
antiglare system protection screen
Also available in Innovative Version BICOLOR for
more possibilities of use. Complete with wires
length 1.5 m.

COLOR CODE
10 - frosted alu

DIMENSIONS
A B mm

WEIGHT

1XE27

330X280

1,7 KG

22 - red scarlet

1XE27

420X400

1,9 KG

23 - green teal

LAMP

W

3000°K

21 - green apple

COB 50°

25

3770

420X400

2,2 KG

24 - white gold leaf

COB 50°

40

5420

420X400

3,1 KG

25 - black gold leaf

COB 50°

50

7080

420X400

3,3 KG

26 - black white
32 - frosted white
33 - frosted black
34 - tangerine

⬤

LED COLOR CODE

3000°K- 85
3500°K- 85
4000°K- 85
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SOSPENSIONI / SUSPENSIONS

CUPOLA BICOLOR

Cupola alu is an aluminium painted suspension light, in painted metal. The simple and sinuous
line makes it perfect for an elegant combination in various industrial, commercial or private
environments
Designed for LED light source.
The multienvironmental applications along with high technological contents and high
luminous eﬃciency with low consumptions, makes CUPOLA ALU a perfect item for
multipurpose uses.

Cupola alu is an aluminium painted suspension light, in painted metal. The simple and
sinuous line makes it perfect for an elegant combination in various industrial,
commercial or private environments
Designed for LED light source.
The multienvironmental applications along with high technological contents and
high luminous eﬃciency with low consumptions, makes CUPOLA ALU a perfect item
for multipurpose uses.
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